2008 1125R THROTTLE POSITION SENSOR SERVICE

Purpose
The purpose of this service bulletin is to communicate to the dealers, the throttle position sensor will no longer be serviced as a separate part on 1125R models. Because of runability issues associated with replacing only the throttle position sensor (P0279.5AA), Buell is instructing dealers to replace the throttle body when a throttle position sensor fails. The new throttle body will include an installed throttle position sensor.

Motorcycles Involved
All 2008 Buell 1125R motorcycles.

Required Dealer Action
Notify service and parts personnel of service bulletin. Update affected manuals listed below.

NOTE
This update will also be reflected in a future Digital Technician II release.

2008 Buell 1125R Electrical Diagnostic Manual
(Part No. 99949-08Y)
In 6.8 THROTTLE POSITION (TP) SENSOR, DTC P0122, P0123, P1112, correct text in flowcharts that reads “Replace TP sensor” with “Replace throttle body.”

2008 Buell 1125R Parts Catalog
(Part No. 99572-08Y)
In THROTTLE BODY, remove “P0279.5AA SENSOR, throttle position.”